Perspectives of the Kurdish knot in the Middle East
As Józef Kukułka wrote: "Although the theory of international relations, as well as other branches of social sciences, is not intended to predict the course of events, it sometimes allows some speculations" 1 . As a result of the end of the Cold War, the current system of polarization of forces in the Middle East has been severely shaken. e result of these changes was the relaxation of the classic patterns of regional cooperation against the Kurdish independence aspirations. is in turn created opportunities to change the current status of the Kurdish status quo. e first step in this direction was the emergence of an autonomous Kurdish political body operating as a de facto state in the areas of South Kurdistan. Also in Turkey and Syria, the status of the Kurdish case has received some positive changes. However, in Iran, the Kurdish case has not recorded any changes so far. e changes in status spread over time do not constitute the final goal of the Kurds. Every researcher of the Kurdish affair knows that an independent Kurdish state is the dream of every Kurd. However, a number of objective and subjective conditions blocked the possibility of achieving this goal for almost the entire twentieth century. However, dramatic political and social transformations in the Middle East and their implications, especially since the beginning of the second decade of the twenty-first century, indicate that the Kurds' dream is not an abstraction. International public opinion is also increasingly raising its voice to support such a venture 2 . In addition, the course of events in the Middle East countries since spring 2011 indicates that several of them are waiting for the process of balkanization 3 . e possible change of the political map in the region, the current polarization of regional forces and the current bloody course of events in the Middle East constitute a set of premises on the basis of which it is possible to develop a series of forecasts regarding the future of the region and one of its oldest problems, namely the Kurdish case.
Realities of the Middle East in the shadow of the Arab Spring
For centuries, the Middle East was characterized by certain qualities that tempted the powers to conquer its areas. e discovery of oil there at the end of the nineteenth century made the participation of world powers in its history wider and more dramatic 4 . e turning point in the history of this region was the World War I, because losing it by the Ottoman Empire allowed to establish the current political map of the Middle East. Its new structure, which did not correspond to the proper ethnic and religious map of this region, was itself a conflict-making element. Demarcation lines of newly emerging countries: Iraq, Syria, Lebanon or Turkey, were not consistent with the will of their residents, but in this matter the interests of the then great powers: Great Britain, France and Italy prevailed 5 . is fact added to the existing historical conflicts in the Middle East a new dimension, of which the Kurdish case is an obvious example. Its bloody symptoms in the interwar period and the Cold War did not bring results. e failure of the Kurds could be partially explained by the subjective conditions of the Kurdish national movement, such as the lack of a clear vision, disintegration of factions and internal conflicts 6 . Most scholars agree that objective conditions had a decisive role in shaping the realities of the Kurdish case. ese include the cooperation of the region's states against the independence aspirations of Kurds. e mechanisms of operation of the international political system, especially during the Cold War, are also classified as objective conditions 7 . e rivalry of ideological dogmas and economic interests during the Cold War period was not favourable to the aspirations and interests of the Kurds in the Middle East. e more severe forms it maintained (East-West), the more its demarcation lines shied deeper into the Middle East 8 . e struggle for influence meant that both blocks were 4 e Middle East has become a "zone of extreme wars" characterized by the intensity of extremely bloody conflicts, occurring simultaneously in many places and specific due to the direct participation of the western armed forces, see: A. Gresh, Bliski Wschód w amerykańskiej wersji, http://www.kampania-palestyna. pl [access on: 12.08.2017] .
5 Most of the borders in the Middle East and North Africa were drawn up by imperial powers -Great Britain, France and Italy -either a er the World War I and the collapse of the Ottoman Empire (from the Sykes-Picot agreements) or earlier, as in Libya and Sudan. But in no case they are borders bound by local will or ethnic or historical boundaries. 6 S. Avineri, op. cit. 7 e Kurdish case fell victim to international affairs because Kurdish uprisings were supported or provoked by the United States as long as they needed them. 8 e withdrawal of British troops in 1956 from the Middle East region made it the centre of interest of the superpowers during the Cold War, however, the first attempts to global political competition for the Middle East took place already in 1946. In the face of postwar chaos, Stalin counting on winning the first outposts, withheld the withdrawal of the Red Army from northern Iran. In the end, he was forced to withdraw by the reaction of American President Harry Truman, who threatened him with serious consequences. Since increasingly reaching for ill-considered steps. Each party on its own systematically supported authoritarian-totalitarian and dictatorial systems of Middle Eastern countries. In addition, in the spirit of competition, each side also supported the opposition in the countries of the opposite block. e West supported fundamentalist movements against pro-Soviet governments, while the USSR supported le ist movements, even extremist ones, in pro-Western countries 9 . During the Cold War, not only ideological dogmas were the main motive for the operation of world powers towards the Middle East. e multi-level uniqueness and economic values of this region were also an important motive for the activities of the great powers towards the region. On the one hand, the Middle East from prehistory occupied a strategic geopolitical location in the form of an intercontinental bridge and had control over land and water trade routes. On the other hand, it was an important market. In addition, its natural resources, especially oil and gas, were the basic energy source needed for industrial development. Control over them became a vital need to sustain the economic condition and prevent stagnation 10 . e disruption of the current polarization system of international forces a er the end of the Cold War period began the so-called unipolar system of international relations. Its essence, based on the US hegemony as the only world superpower, also failed the exam. In contrast to the Eastern European example, the political, social and economic transformations that formed since the beginning of the unipolar system of international relations and their consequences did not serve the real interests of the Middle Eastern peoples. Political changes, initiated in this period, led to the collapse of some political orientations and the creation of new ones in their place. Such a direction of change was partly due to the strong recession of le -wing political orientation, which, as a result of the fall of the Eastern Bloc, partially lost its legitimacy for its functioning 11 . In the Middle East, the defeat of socialism as a vision of a system of social justice weakened the liberal movements with a secular vision of the world in favour of political Islam. e greater part of them went more and more to radicalization, broadening the then, until the early 1970s, little had changed in the Persian Gulf, see: W. Ferfecki, Zatoka Perska -pół wieku napięć i konfliktów, http://www.stosunki.pl/?q=node/693 [access on: 31.05.2017] .
9 A good example is the promotion of the Muslim Brotherhood in Syria in the 1970-80s by the West against the pro-Soviet Syrian government. On the other hand, when it comes to an opposing example, one can mention the support of the Kurdish PKK movement by the USSR against Turkey.
10 Arab oil states in conflict situations repeatedly used oil as a pressure card, threatening to stop exports in order to persuade opponents to make some concessions. Such a situation occurred during the Arab-Israeli war in 1973. In 1973, the oil shock shook the world. Well, in the face of the next Arab-Israeli confrontation, the oil ministers of Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Iran, Kuwait and the United Arab Emirates decided to increase their oil price fourfold. ere was fear in the Western camp. Some American advisers, such as Kissinger, began to persuade their president that he would use force if this situation were repeated, see: W. Ferfecki, op.cit.
11 Some of the le -wing movements fell, and the rest began a long process of ideological reflection and settlement with historical ideological dogmas. e reforms resulted in le -wing movements of a more liberal or social-democratic character. In practice, we have several known examples, such as the PZPR (the Polish United Workers' Party), from which the Democratic Le Alliance emerged, as well as the Swedish Communist Party WPK, which a er a deep reform changed its name to the Swedish Le Party.
foundations of religious extremism in the Middle East. e increase of this phenomenon was influenced by a combination of objective and subjective aspects. Objective manifestations include the destabilization of the current Middle East balance of regional forces and the prevailing chaos in international relations just a er the collapse of the Eastern Bloc. e subjective perspectives concerning the Middle East itself include socioeconomic transformations dictated by the fast pace of the globalization process and its negative regional implications 12 .
In the field of economic changes, the collapse of the Eastern bloc led to the acceleration of the process of liberalization of the economy in many countries by withdrawing from the idea of state protectionism for the free market economy. e result of these changes was the abolition of a significant part of the existing barriers in the trade and movement of international capital 13 . As a result, a global economic system was created that was manipulated by transcendental economic corporations, accelerating the pace of the globalism process and its negative socio-cultural and climatic effects in an uncontrolled manner 14 . Accelerated economic transformations in the Middle East in the globalization era had many social implications. In parallel to the increasingly broad liberalization of the economy, the concept of state intervention was reduced. In practice, this meant a general reduction in the public services sector. e effect of this was the birth of new disadvantaged social groups and the building up of rebellious tendencies among the broad social masses. Using the perfidious rhetoric, referring to divine justice and charity, religious movements attracted the masses and those affected by poverty. ey willingly accepted them because they managed their rebellious tendencies to pursue their own goals 15 . e interactions of these aspects and their convolution with the development of the regional and international situation of the unipolar system of international relations paved the way for the monopoly of extremist Islamic religious forces in the Middle East.
ese conditions were an ideal basis for the emergence of new forms of pathological re-12 Already in the early 1970s, religious movements in the Middle East showed a greater tendency to militarize methods of action. Afghanistan and Syria are examples of how Islamic movements were supported by the West against the pro-Soviet governments of these countries. e then support maintained by these movements enabled them to expand their experience, military infrastructures and the international communication network, see: J. Howell, e global war on terror, development and civil society, "Journal of International development" 2006 , No. 18, doi.org/10.1002 /jid.1266 Economic protectionism is a policy of protection of domestic production and trade from foreign competition, mainly by means of customs duties imposed on imported goods and concessions and policies of active state influence on the course of economic processes.
14 " e faster rate of globalization a er the end of the Cold War was the basic factor of drastic climate change, partly dictated by modern consumer preferences and the associated rapid pace of resource exploitation. e side effects led to greater devastation of the Earth, reduced access to goods and a greater degree of poverty and new waves of emigration from south to north [...] . We are now witnessing a growing difference in the level of development between countries and the drop in living standards in a world where three quarters of the world's population lives in poverty"; N. Fairclough . It derived from the Mujahideen, which the CIA supported to fight the Soviets in Afghanistan in the 1980s. erefore, it is now a vivid expression of the far-reaching implications of the political maneuvers of East-West rivalry during the Cold War. It is also an example representing a typical international religious terrorist movement with a very sophisticated international communication network 17 .
The Kurdish question in the light of political and social transformations in the Middle East
A er the end of the Cold War, at a time when religious extremism was rising and gaining popularity in the Middle East, the socio-political history of Kurdistan followed a different course. It can be said that the contemporary transformations in Kurdistan did not go towards strengthening the position of political Islam, as was the case with other Middle East states. In any case, the weakness of religious fundamentalism among Kurds in historical space is confirmed by almost every researcher dealing with the history of this nation. is fact has different backgrounds and is closely related to historical and political determinants 18 . e history of Kurdistan shows that the Kurdish society's reaction to the defeat of the classical theory of socialism was different than among other Middle Eastern societies.
e ideological changes that took place a er the end of the Cold War also triggered the transformation process among the factions of the Kurdish national movement. eir course was more moderate, and the results were more similar to the European examples 17 Political elites of religious movements are o en highly educated people, so adjusting the products of the technological revolution to communicate and popularize their movements and views was not foreign to them, see: T.L. omas, Al Qaeda and the Internet: e Danger of "Cyberplanning" -www.carlisle.army.mil/ usawc/Parameters/03spring/thomas.pdf [access on: 11.01.2017] .
18 Over the course of history, the Kurdish national movement has had several clerical leaders in its representation, such as Sheikh Ubaydulallah Alnahri, Sheikh Mahmoud Alhafid and Sheikh Saeed Piran. Most scholars on their role in the history of the Kurdish national movement reveal a similar opinion. eir leadership was dictated by historical necessity, a phenomenon that emerged a er failed attempts to centralize power by the Ottoman Empire, as well as the Persian Empire. e result of which was the liquidation of the existing independent Kurdish principality, among others Soran, Botan, Bahdinan or Hakkar. e administrative emptiness created a er the liquidation of administrative authorities, led by the Kurdish aristocracy in the above-mentioned principalities, led to a general state of uncontrolled chaos in the Kurdistan areas.
en, for the first time in history, Kurdish clergy leaders took the initiative by using their position to restore order. Analyzing the postulates of the uprising, which were carried out by Ubejdullah, it can be stated that they were dominated by national thought and o en religious aspects were used to achieve higher national goals. Assessing the determinants of Kurdish society, it can be concluded that in terms of the dominant liberal vision of the world among the Kurds and their general distancing themselves against religious identity, this specificity can be an asset, as well as a conflict-generating element. In the light of the religious realities of the Middle East and the vulnerability of the settlement of the Kurds, separateness changes them into a state that cannot live in harmony with the environment. From the point of view of the extra-regional political forces, the 40-million Kurdish nation inhabiting the heart of the Middle East has an important potential to be reckoned with in the democratization process of the region. Such a role was made known to Western politicians during preparations for direct military intervention a er the 2001 attacks 21 . ese attacks became a turning point in the history of terrorist actions, as well as in the history of collective efforts to combat terror. International efforts also gave rise to new perspectives on the Kurdish issue in the Middle East. Attempts to combat the sources of terror and its supportive states were not limited to the assimilation of external chang-19 PDK, at its eleventh congress in 1993, removed the Marxist vision from its programme. Other movements, such as the PUK, which included several le ist groups, also had to pace the process of reforms clearly leading in the social democratic direction. e PKK, as one of the Kurdish movements most identifying with the Marxist-Leninist vision of the world, also underwent stages of ideological reform. ese reforms changed the PKK to a more liberal-democratic attitude, approving more pragmatic and peaceful methods of operation. 20 In other parts of Kurdistan, movements with the Islamic worldview do not exist or are more marginal. 21 Regarding the impact of the Kurds' specificity on the possibility of their coexistence with the environment, this approach of extremist religious forces to the Kurdish population during the civil war in Syria and Iraq is a very clear example. On several occasions, the spiritual representation of these groups issued Fatwa, a decree of a religious order allowing Kurd to be killed, because according to them Kurds are a pagan nation. Regarding the approach of extra-regional political forces on the distinctness of the Kurds, the example of cooperation between the US and Kurds to overthrow Saddam's regime is good. During the civil war in Syria and Iraq, more and more o en we see how the West puts the Kurds, even arming them, in the fight against the spread of terrorism.
es, but additionally sought regional partners for these operations. ey were supposed to be forces of similar worldview or having a common interest. e Kurds matched this context, especially since most of the countries in the region refused to actively participate in the overthrow of Saddam Hussein. e participation of the Kurds gave rise to changes concerning the international community's attitude towards the Kurdish issue.
e new dimension of the phenomenon of international terror, which was signaled by the attacks of 2001, also initiated a new course of thinking regarding the current doctrine of national security and its strategy in many countries. In addition, they launched a deep debate process within governmental and non-governmental decisionmaking centres and the scientific world on the proper sources of religious extremism in the Middle East. Studies on terror and dangers connected with it were made and the proper methods of confronting it were examined. is happened when the direct military operations in Afghanistan and Iraq in order to combat terror and the forces supporting it, proved to be not only ineffective and gained more popularity among a wide range of Islamic religious environments in the world 22 . As Piotr Benken writes: "It is not known from today that people kill mainly for economic reasons or for fear. e elimination of these two elements should ensure relative stability of the region" 23 . It was natural that during the analysis of terrorism, its sharpness returned in the Middle East conflicts, and also affected the socio-economic situation of the countries in the region. e advanced American and European visions of blocking the more drastic spread of religious extremism and terrorism were similar. Opinions were in agreement that, first and foremost, it is necessary to combat the right sources of terrorism, in other words its economic, social and political base 24 . e first aspects concerned the fight against poverty in the Middle East, and the second related to the fact that it was necessary to democratize the political systems of the countries in the region and to try to re-22 e effect of military actions was strengthening the solidarity of dictatorships in the Middle East with terrorist movements. ese regimes, as in the case of Iran and Syria, openly supported and financed terrorists. In order to destabilize the situation in Iraq, Syria supported the Sunni movement, creating an enclave and shelter for the Albath division, and Iran financed and armed various Shia militias. Support for fundamentalism by some Islamic diaspora around the world also became a significant problem. e estimated number of foreigners who came to Iraq in 2003-2007 in order to make terrorist attacks against foreign troops in this country is estimated at 4,000 people. 70% of these terrorists crossed the border on the Syrian side, because this road maintained every inch of the eye by the Syrian security services, see: S. Livingston Starting from the second half of the 1990s, the European Union was undergoing a continuous process of structural reconstruction at the level of internal and foreign policy. For the leading EU countries, such as Germany, France or the United Kingdom, the hitherto vision of national security, which had been shaped in the conditions of the contemporary system of international relations, was no longer valid. Elements of the threat to internal order more o en had more severe symptoms. e drastic disturbance of the demographic balance and the failure of the existing integration policy and its implications in the form of increasing extremism and social defragmentation became everyday problems. e links between these internal problems and the problems of the nearest neighbor, namely the Middle East, forced the European Union to take a more active foreign policy towards this region. e result of this effort was, inter alia, the project "Union for the Mediterranean" 26 . Mediterranean cooperation to some extent had a direct positive result for the Kurdish issue in Turkey, as it was conditioned by the general respect for democratic principles and human rights . Assessing its guidelines, which are presented in the new political map of the Middle East, developed by the authors of the initiative, it can be concluded that they were shaped under conditions of mental recovery in September, when the reality showed that the earlier American concept of "so power" to achieve the desired changes in the Middle East was ineffective 31 . e new project included more specific plans for the future of the Kurdish case in the Middle East. Analyzing the problem of this undertaking, it can be clearly stated that it adopts a classic argument explaining the sources of Middle Eastern conflicts -a political map established a er the World War I 32 . Changes on the map of the "New Mideast" project were to help create harmonious and stable countries by correctly establishing demarcation lines, proceeding in a manner consistent with ethnic and religious settlement. e vision of the future free Kurdistan included in this arrangement shows that the US strategy in this region provides for the creation of a United Grand Kurdistan covering all of its four parts all the assumptions of this programme could serve the general interests of the Kurds in the Middle East. However, the failure of the American army in Iraq forced the White House administration to suspend further implementation of the said project. e departure of the neo-conservatives from the White House and their replacement by the Democrats inhibited this concept. On the one hand, the sheer vision of Obama's administration had a fundamental impact on further US plans in the Middle East, and on the other, the global economic crisis in the world temporarily stopped the earlier enthusiasm for influencing the political scene of the Middle East states. Economic aspects, like alternative energy sources that could replace oil from the Middle East, have also distanced the region from the centre of American attention 35 . In addition, as a result of changes in the geopolitical environment in the last decade, China clearly emerged as a serious economic competitor, which directed the attention of the US more towards the Asia-Pacific region 36 . From the Kurdish point of view, Western involvement in the process of solving the problems of the Middle East served their general interests. e implementation of the "New Middle East" project broke previous attempts to isolate the Kurdish Autonomy in the areas of South Kurdistan by countries in the region: Turkey, Iran or Syria. In addition, as a result of the overthrow of Saddam's regime, the Autonomy received a more defined legal status and began to move towards independence in a decisive step. e second aspect, which has a positive effect on the implementation of Kurdish plans to become independent, is closely related to the polarization of regional political forces. e new arrangement created by the post-Cold War conditions in the Middle East, from the second half of the 1990s, was ominous. In this structure, the Sunni-Shiite conflict became its main core. e implications of this system influenced Iraq very much, directing this country more and more towards disintegration. ese conditions were an additional stimulus conducive to the Kurdish secession aspirations. At a time when the rest of the Iraqi regions were in a civil war between Sunnis and Shiites, the Kurds firmly developed the infrastructure of their dream state. e experiences of the fratricidal war were a good lesson for the Kurds, which allowed them to understand that internal 35 Contrary to expectations, for the first time since 1949, the USA in 2011 became a net exporter of refined petroleum products. is energy boom is possible thanks to the technological revolution that the United States has achieved in the field of oil and gas extraction. As a result, new supplies of energy sources could be provided, including shale gas, crude oil and liquid natural gas from shale and deep sands. Numerous studies in this field predict that by the end of this decade, the US will outstrip Russia and Saudi Arabia and become the world's largest producer of oil and liquid natural gas, see: F. Zakaria, e New Oil and Gas Boom e U.S. will soon be a net exporter of energy. at could change everything, http://content.time.com/ time/magazine/article/0,9171,2127202,00.html [access on: 29.10.2017] . 36 e Asia-Pacific region became more important to US foreign policy during the Obama administration than ever before. is change was dictated by the fact that the main Asian countries, such as China and Taiwan, have become the engine of the global economy and more important players in international politics. e focus of the USA on cooperation with this region in this period became more spontaneous at this stage, because the economic crisis was becoming more and more apparent, see: R.A. Cossa, B. Glosserman, M.A. McDevitt, N. Patel, J. Przystup, B. Roberts, e United States and the Asia-Pacific Region: Security Strategy for the Obama Administration, Center for a New American Security, February 2009. conflicts should be solved by democratic methods. Practicing these procedures helped the Kurds to consolidate the tradition of democracy and strengthen the political pluralist system. In parallel to the above-mentioned activities, despite constant conflicts over oil resources with Baghdad, the Kurdish managed to expand the infrastructure of this economic sector in a way that would serve their secession aspirations. Not only the discovery of new oil fields in Kurdistan was a conducive condition to the pursuit of Kurdish aspirations, but also political stability encouraged the largest international oil concerns to invest in Kurdistan and relinquish threats from Baghdad 37 . Economic development in Kurdish areas also paved the way for closer economic and political relations with Turkey, especially in the oil sector 38 . In addition, trade exchange with Iran, Turkey and China also had a fundamental impact on the political calculations of these countries as well as extra-regional actors 39 . e international response to the progress that Kurdistan has achieved so far can be seen from the perspective of the diplomatic rela- 37 Crude oil reserves in the Kurdistan region in Iraq amount to 45 billion barrels. is amount accounts for one third of all 143 billion Iraqi oil barrels, which in turn represents 8.7% of the world's total oil reserves.
ere are representatives of 4 international companies in Erbil, among the top 10 oil companies in the world, such as Exxon Mobil, Chevron, the French company Total, Russian Gazprom, the Turkish company Genel Energia, as well as the Canadian Sharman Petroleum. Large companies consider Kurdistan as a place suitable for investment, to speed up the implementation of contracts as compared to the slow progress in Baghdad. For comparison, the oil reserves in Kurdistan are one-third of the oil reserves in Iraq and have 45 billion barrels, equivalent to 46.3% of the total oil reserves of the Arab Emirates, being higher than the oil reserves in Libya (44.3 billion barrels). In Kurdistan, a high expansion of the petroleum system is expected due to the increase in production to a high level, which is planned to reach one million barrels in 2015 and two million barrels a day in 2019, see: Kontynuacja Walki o ropę Kurdystanu, Dananer Economic News Agency http:// dananernews.com/News_Details.php?ID=1617 [access on: 26.08.2015] . 38 e Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) is almost ready to build its own pipeline to the Turkish border. e construction of this pipeline will guarantee a source of revenue important to the financial independence of the KRG from Baghdad. In practice, this also means further increasing the political and energy autonomy of KRG and international oil companies from Baghdad. e pipeline is autonomous because it lies on the official borders of Iraqi Kurdistan and is fully controlled by the KRG. Unlike the current Iraq control station, on the pipeline running through Feshkabor (Turkish), the Kurdish pipeline will be equipped with its own measurement station under the KRG control. In this way, KRG can monitor and control its own exports without intervention from the Iraqi government. e pipeline is designed to transport at least 400,000 barrels a day, which means that it will provide more cost-effective means of transporting the Kurdish raw material to the Turkish border than current trucking operations, see: D. Natali, How independent is the Iraqi-Kurdish pipeline to Turkey, "Al Monitor", http://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/ar/originals/2013/11/ iraqi-kurdish-pipeline-turkey-oil-policy-export.html# [access on: 4.11.2017] . 39 Currently, over 20 thousand companies and 100 thousand distributors compete with each other to cover the domestic demand in the Kurdistan markets, which is described as the fastest growing free market. However, research shows that only three countries monopolize almost 90% of its supplies. e first is the northern neighbor -Turkey, which supplies about 35% of the Kurdistan market, the second is Kurdistan's eastern neighbour competing with Turkey, namely Iran, which supplies about 25% of turnover, and the third monopolist is China, which covers 30% of the Kurdistan market demand. is is confirmed by the Turkish Consul General in Erbil, Mohammed Akef, that the volume of trade between Iraq and Turkey in 2013 amounted to approximately USD 12 billion, of which 70% from the Kurdistan region. He added that Turkey is trying to raise the number to 15 billion dollars in 2014. In turn, according to the Iranian Economy Minister, Tayyip Ali Nia'wa, the exchange of Iran's handball with Iraq in 2013 amounted to 12 billion dollars, almost half of the exchange was from the region Kurdistan. Iran is also seeking to double its trade with Kurdistan in 2015, see: M. Muhammed, Kurdistan alairaq: Turkya we Iran wa alsin szurekaa fe eqtisad alqlim wa alfasad yuhaded alindziaz, "Alhayat", 16.07.2014. tions of Kurdistan with the outside world. A er the international diplomatic presence in Kurdistan was limited only to the representative offices, we see that: Great Britain, Italy, the Netherlands, the Czech Republic, Qatar, Sweden and the Arab Emirates in recent years have increased the rank of their diplomatic representation to the rank of consulate. Kurdistan itself currently has 13 diplomatic missions 40 .
Following the political scene in other parts of the geographical Kurdistan, it can be stated that the stabilization and development of economic and diplomatic relations in South Kurdistan had an increasingly positive impact on the political scene of other parts of Kurdistan. e bilateral relations between the KRG and Turkey have certainly contributed to accelerating the process of a peaceful resolution of the Kurdish-Turkish conflict in the areas of northern Kurdistan. We witnessed the abolition of the existing bans on the use of the Kurdish language, the creation of forms of dialogue between the PKK and Turkey in order to end the armed conflict peacefully. e official admission of Turkey to the Kurds massacre during the Kurdish uprising in Dersim in 1937-1938 was another major step on the part of the Turkish state in this context 41 . In East Kurdistan (Iran) and in the West (Syria) it is too early to speak in which direction the changes are going exactly, although the most unexpected progress has taken place in West Kurdistan during the ongoing Syrian civil war since 2011. Abolition of the Kurdish population in Syria from participating in it automatically isolated their areas from the rest of the country. e situation was repeated here, which took place in South Kurdistan, when Iraq in 1991 withdrew its administration from Kurdish areas. Similarly, in Syria, the authorities had to withdraw most of their administration from the Kurdish regions, which created a certain administrative vacuum. e Kurds took advantage of this situation to take matters into their own hands. ey created armed forces and local administration, establishing their own government. Currently, the Kurdish enclave in Syria is largely similar to that existing in the areas of South Kurdistan in 1991 Kurdistan in -2003 .
Conflicts between Baghdad and Erbil in South Kurdistan on mineral resources, implementation of Article 140 of the constitution and the status of Kurdish armed forces (Peshmerga), deepen the distance between them. e Kurdish delegation increasingly talks about the complete secession of South Kurdistan from the Iraqi state or at least the transformation of the federation from Iraq into a confederation. e development of the political scene in Iraq since 2011 and the deeper conflict between Sunni and Shi-
